1. Everything is energy so your understanding of EVERYTHING will increase by learning Healing Touch.

2. Hospitals all over the country are including Healing Touch Programs classes and services in their integrative medicine initiatives. Soon we won’t need to define integrative medicine because ALL medicine will be integrative. You will be ahead of the game by learning about integrative medicine now!

3. A weekend of learning Healing Touch is nurturing -- rejuvenating -- life changing -- and FUN!

4. The “awe” you feel when doing Healing Touch is humbling and beautiful.

5. You will be more peace filled - your eyes will be brighter and your face more radiant from doing Healing Touch.

6. It is an innate gift in ALL of us to be able to help others -- so why not cultivate that gift?!?

7. Your next paper cut (headache, bump, bruise, etc.) won’t hurt as much if you know how to treat it immediately with Healing Touch.

8. Healing Touch can be First Aid for an injury or illness – giving you something to try for yourself or a loved one before running off to the doctor – saving money in the long run.

9. Healthcare reform will be placing more emphasis on preventative care than medical treatment. Healing Touch is great preventative medicine.

10. Your friends will love you even more than they already do when you share Healing Touch with them!

11. As more emphasis is placed on prevention and wellness, more jobs will be opening for energy practitioners.

12. It is possible to have a full time Healing Touch practice – as many Healing Touch practitioners are experiencing.

13. Doing Healing Touch for work is like getting to play everyday!

14. Fussy babies settle down and sleep soundly with Healing Touch.

15. Knowing Healing Touch will give you the ability to help loved ones who are in pain.

16. It is progressive and practical to learn about Energy Medicine.

17. You will meet like-minded people and develop lasting friendships during a weekend of learning Healing Touch.

18. You can learn great techniques to do for yourself that will help you start your day feeling energized – and also keep you energized throughout the day.

19. When you give a Healing Touch treatment you simultaneously receive a treatment because that’s the way energy works. It’s a win-win!

20. And last -- but not least -- Janet Mentgen, the founder of Healing Touch had a vision of there being at least one Healing Touch practitioner in every home. YOU can be the one for YOUR home!